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3 Produced Quality Codes
















Current version of BSRN Toolbox provides one set of quality checks:
C. N. Long and E. G. Dutton:
BSRN Global Network recommended QC tests, V2.0
Physically possible limit tests
Extremely rare limit tests














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparisons are done for the
following parameter:
SWD vs. DIF + DIR
SWD vs. DIF
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One QC per measured value


































































































bit position 5 4 3 2 1 0
decimal value 32 16 8 4 2 1
Examples
SWD = 9990 W
m2
0 0 1 0 1 0 = 10
LWD = 350 W
m2
1 0 0 0 0 0 = 32
LWU = 300 W
m2
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Various input formats are supported:
Pangaea files as downloaded from www.pangaea.de
Output from Pangaea’s Data Warehouse
TAB-delimited tables as produced by the format converter
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Format of output files is Pangaea format
Available output:
Quality codes
Auxiliary data (astronomical parameter, DIF+DIR)
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